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A Note from the Publisher
Learning is a lifelong adventure for everyone who cares for or works with kids. We’re here to
help your customers enjoy the journey.
Tabletop Academy Press publishes playful math books for parents who want to help
their children build the understanding and skills they need to succeed. Homeschoolers,
afterschoolers, and unschoolers appreciate our flexible approach that can work alongside any
math curriculum.
We also publish fun, wholesome fiction adventures written by a homeschool graduate. If your
readers enjoy discovering magical worlds wracked by the struggle of good vs. evil—without the
distractions of profanity or sexual content—be sure to check out our epic fantasy series, The
Riddled Stone.
Paper shortages and supply chain issues continue to impact the book industry, with no end in
sight. Despite these problems, we remain committed to NOT raising our paperback or hardcover book prices this year. In addition, we have lowered our library ebook pricing to match the
retail ebook price on most of our books.
So here’s wishing you the best in the hopefully-much-better new year of 2022.
Thank you for your interest in our books!
—Denise Gaskins, Publisher
Tabletop Academy Press

NEW! Publication Date 3/14/2022.
“… consistently lovely and playful …”
—Christopher Danielson, author of Which One Doesn’t Belong?

312 Things To Do
with a Math Journal
Journaling encourages students to develop a rich mathematical mindset. They begin to see connections and make sense
of math concepts. They grow confident in their ability to
think through new ideas.
312 Things To Do with a Math Journal includes number
play prompts, games, math art, story problems, mini-essays,
geometry investigations, brainteasers, number patterns,
research projects, and much more.
These activities work at any grade level, and most can be
enjoyed more than once. It doesn’t matter whether your students are homeschooled or in a classroom, distance-learning,
or in person. Everyone can enjoy the experience of playing
around with math.
Early Reviews from Our Journaling Beta-Testers:

“We really enjoyed these!”
“I remember doing pages and pages of dull equations
with no creativity or puzzle-thinking, but now as a
homeschool mom, I’m actually enjoying math for the
first time! My daughter’s math skills have skyrocketed
and she always asks to start homeschool with math.”
“Thank you for a great intro to Playful Math!”
“All of the kids were excited about their journals. My
oldest kept going without prompting and did several
more pages on his own.”
“We had a lot of fun doing your math prompts. We’ve
never done any math journaling before, but we will
certainly integrate this in our weekly routine from now on.”

Creative Mathematics: Writing,
Art, Problem-Solving, and
Activity Prompts for All Ages
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
206 pages
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-61-6
Retail Price: $21.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-62-3
Library Ebook Price: $9.99

Books by Denise Gaskins
tabletopacademy.net/playful-math-books

“Denise has gathered up a treasure trove of living math resources for busy parents. If you’ve ever
struggled to make math come alive beyond your math curriculum (or if you’ve ever considered
teaching math without a curriculum), you’ll want to check out this book.”
— Kate Snow, author of Multiplication Facts That Stick

“Reading one of Gaskins’ books is like going to a really great teacher workshop — part philosophy,
part practical ideas, and all excellent. She just oozes expertise and enthusiasm.”
— Amy at Hope Is the Word blog

About the
Author
DENISE GASKINS enjoys math, and she
delights in sharing that joy with young
people.
“Math is not just rules and rote memory,”
she says. “Math is like ice cream, with more
flavors than you can imagine. And if all you
ever do is textbook math, that’s like eating
broccoli-flavored ice cream.”
A veteran homeschooling mother of five,
Denise has taught or tutored mathematics
at every level from pre-K to undergraduate
physics. “Which,” she explains, “at least in
the recitation class I taught, was just one
story problem after another. What fun!”
Now she shares math inspirations,
tips, activities, and games on her blog at
DeniseGaskins.com.

“This book will change the way you look at math forever.
Let’s Play Math challenges parents to teach their kids to
‘think like mathematicians’ and use their problem solving
skills to really understand concepts rather than just
memorize processes. Definitely a must-read book for all
homeschoolers!”
— Lilac Mohr,
author of Math & Magic in Wonderland

“This is the math helper I wish I’d had years ago.”
— Anne White,
author of Minds More Awake

Transform Your
Child’s Experience
of Math
Even if you struggled with mathematics in school, you can
help your children enjoy learning and prepare them for
academic success.
Author Denise Gaskins makes it easy with this mixture
of math games, low-prep project ideas, and inspiring coffeechat advice from a veteran homeschooling mother of five.
Filled with stories and illustrations, Let’s Play Math offers a
practical, activity-filled exploration of what it means to learn
math as a family.
Drawing on more than thirty years of teaching experience,
Gaskins provides helpful tips for parents with kids from preschool to high school, whether your children learn at home
or attend a traditional classroom.
Children gain a strong foundation when you approach
math as a family game, playing with ideas. Don’t let your
kids suffer from the epidemic of math anxiety. Grab a copy
of Let’s Play Math, and start enjoying math today.

Let’s Play Math
How Families Can Learn Math
Together — and Enjoy It
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
288 pages
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-20-3
Retail Price: $22.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-24-1
Library Ebook Price: $9.99

“… charming, intelligent, and practical;
full of family fun and sound advice.”
—Ian Stewart, author of Professor Stewart’s Casebook of Mathematical Mysteries

The Math You Can Play Series
Counting & Number Bonds: Math Games for Early Learners
Addition & Subtraction: Math Games for Elementary Students
Math You Can Play Combo: Number Games for Young Learners
(2 books in 1)
Multiplication & Fractions: Math Games for Tough Topics
Prealgebra & Geometry: Math Games for Middle School

You’ll love these math games because they
give your child a strong foundation for
mathematical success.
Each book in the Math You Can Play
series features twenty or more kid-tested
math games, offering a variety of challenges
for all ages.
By playing these games, you strengthen
your child’s intuitive understanding of
numbers and build problem-solving strategies. Mastering a math game can be hard
work. But kids do it willingly because it’s
fun.
Math games prevent math anxiety.
Games pump up your child’s mental muscles, reduce the fear of failure, and generate
a positive attitude toward mathematics.
So what are you waiting for? Clear off
a table, grab a deck of cards, and let’s play
some math.

“I have played several of these games with my son,
and each one was met with delight on his part
and the sharing of delightful conversation about
numbers and thinking between us.”
— Amy at Hope Is the Word blog

“It
revolutionized
our
homeschool
this year.”
— Caitlin Fitzpatrick Curley,
author of My Little Poppies blog

Counting &
Number Bonds
Math Games for Early Learners
Counting & Number Bonds features 21 kid-tested games,
offering a variety of challenges for preschool and earlyelementary learners. Young children play with counting
and number recognition. Older students explore place
value, build number sense, and begin learning the basics
of addition.
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
136 pages
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-18-0
Retail Price: $16.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-25-8
Library Ebook Price: $6.99

Addition &
Subtraction
Math Games for Elementary Students
Addition & Subtraction features 23 kid-tested games,
offering a variety of challenges for elementary-age
students. Children learn mental flexibility by playing
with numbers, from basic math facts to the hundreds
and beyond. Logic games build strategic thinking skills,
and dice games give hands-on experience of probability.
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
136 pages
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-19-7
Retail Price: $16.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-26-5
Library Ebook Price: $6.99

Math You Can Play
Combo
Number Games for Young Learners
Math You Can Play Combo features two books in one,
with 42 kid-tested games that offer a variety of challenges for preschool and school-age learners. Includes
all the games and teaching tips from Counting &
Number Bonds and Addition & Subtraction in one convenient volume.
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
206 pages
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-21-0
Retail Price: $21.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-27-2
Library Ebook Price: $9.99

Multiplication &
Fractions
Math Games for Tough Topics
Multiplication & Fractions features 25 kid-tested games
for upper-elementary and middle school students. Help
your child master the times tables and build mental
math skills. Play with advanced concepts such as division, fractions, decimals, and multi-step calculations.
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
166 pages
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-23-4
Retail Price: $18.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-28-9
Library Ebook Price: $7.99

“When I’m asked about resources for math games, Denise
Gaskins is one of the first names I mention. In this
book, she’s sharing games and activities for prealgebra
and geometry, and it’s genuinely good stuff, touching on
relevant and sometimes technical topics in a consistently
fun and engaging way. If you want to incorporate more
math games into your teaching or life at home, this is a
can’t-miss resource.”
—Dan Finkel,
creator of the Prime Climb math board game

Playful Math for
Older Students
Prepare students for high school math by playing with
positive and negative integers, number properties, mixed
operations, algebraic functions, coordinate geometry, and
more. Prealgebra & Geometry features 41 kid-tested games,
offering a variety of challenges for students in 4–9th grades
and beyond.
A true understanding of mathematics requires more than
the ability to memorize procedures. This book helps your
children learn to think mathematically, giving them a strong
foundation for future learning.
Chapters include:
♦♦ Number Properties: Master factors, multiples,
prime numbers, and logical deduction.
♦♦ Integers: Explore the workings of positive and
negative numbers.
♦♦ Operations and Functions: Stretch your mental
muscles with games that require algebraic thinking.

Prealgebra &
Geometry
Math Games for Middle School
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
254 pages
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-46-3
Retail Price: $22.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-47-0
Library Ebook Price: $9.99

♦♦ Geometry: Play around with area, perimeter,
coordinate graphing, and more.

“… gets to the heart of mathematical
thinking in a fun, engaging way.”
—Casey Maupin, homeschooling parent

The Playful Math Singles Series
70+ Things To Do with a Hundred Chart: Number, Shape, and Logic Activities
from Preschool to Middle School
Let’s Play Math Sampler: 10 Family-Favorite Games
for Learning Math Through Play
Word Problems from Literature:
An Introduction to Bar Model Diagrams
Word Problems from Literature: Student Workbook

“It’s a crime, really, that school makes math so boring,
when there are so many ways to do the opposite, for
anyone who wants to. Denise Gaskins’s book is full of
ideas.”
— Sasha Alyson,
online reader review

Let’s Play Math
Sampler
10 Family-Favorite Games
for Learning Math Through Play
In excerpts from author Denise Gaskins’s most popular
books, the Let’s Play Math Sampler features ten kidtested games covering math concepts from counting to
prealgebra.
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
72 pages
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-50-0
Retail Price: $12.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-51-7
Library Ebook Price: $2.99

70+ Things To Do
with a Hundred
Chart
Number, Shape, and Logic Activities from
Preschool to Middle School
70+ Things To Do with a Hundred Chart shows you how to
take your child on a mathematical adventure through playful,
practical activities. Who knew math could be so much fun?
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback, 138 pages
ISBN: 978-1-892083-44-9
Retail Price: $16.99

Library Ebook ISBN:
978-1-892083-45-6
Library Ebook Price: $6.99

Word Problems
from Literature
An Introduction to Bar Model
Diagrams
Word Problems from Literature features story
problems for elementary and middle school
students based on family-favorite books
such as Mr. Popper’s Penguins and The Hobbit.
Includes step-by-step solutions.
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
Main Text: 6x9 Trade Paperback, 110 pages
ISBN: 978-1-892083-34-0
Retail Price: $14.99
Student Workbook: 6x9 Trade Paperback, 90 pages
ISBN: 978-1-892083-35-7
Retail Price: $12.99

Library Ebook ISBN:
978-1-892083-33-3
Library Ebook
Price: $5.99

Adventurous Student Journals
Math Rebel: Creative Problem-Solving for Adventurous Students
Odyssey: The Adventure of Learning
Reflections of Infinity: The Adventure of Learning Mathematics
Get your students writing with these creative journals for adventurous students.
These beautiful 110-page books are printed in full color with your choice of trade paperback or
hardcover case laminate binding.
The student pages look like parchment to make writing fun. The sturdy paper will stand up to
repeated erasing, and it works great with gel pens, too. A light blue dot grid provides writing guidelines or the beginning of a geometry investigation.
An Adventurous Student Journal is the ideal companion to Denise Gaskins’s new book 312 Things To
Do with a Math Journal: Games, Number Play, Writing Activities, Problem Solving, and Creative Math
for All Ages.

Math Rebel
Creative Problem-Solving for
Adventurous Students
Math Rebel features eight problem-solving tips to
promote mathematical thinking plus a few introductory
puzzles to launch your student’s creative journey.
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
110 pages
Format: 8.5x11 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-52-4
Retail Price: $20.99
Format: 8.5x11 Case Laminate
ISBN: 978-1-892083-55-5
Retail Price: $30.99

“Fight for Truth, Justice, and the
Unexpected Answer!”
—Math Rebellion Motto

Odyssey
The Adventure of Learning
Odyssey offers motivational quotations about life
and learning from George Washington Carver,
Madeleine L’Engle, Marie Curie, and many more.
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
110 pages
Format: 8.5x11 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-53-1
Retail Price: $20.99
Format: 8.5x11 Case Laminate
ISBN: 978-1-892083-56-2
Retail Price: $30.99

Reflections of
Infinity
The Adventure of Learning
Mathematics
Reflections of Infinity shares inspiring quotations about
math and learning from Georg Cantor, Rene Descartes,
Confucius, and many more.
Author: Denise Gaskins
Category: Education/Mathematics
110 pages
Format: 8.5x11 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-54-8
Retail Price: $20.99
Format: 8.5x11 Case Laminate
ISBN: 978-1-892083-57-9
Retail Price: $30.99

Books by Teresa Gaskins
tabletopacademy.net/fantasy-fiction

“The setting is a world of ‘light’ magic. Magic is rare, constrained, and follows a sort of logic,
which may or not be fully understood by the people in the world. I like the way in which this sets
up plot connections and forces things to happen for a reason, rather than deus ex machina or
authorial patronus.
“There are some obvious protagonists and some obvious villains, but Gaskins creates a nice
ambiguity around several of the key characters. The plot itself is interesting and engaging with
multiple levels of motivation that drive it along. Mainly, this is a group-of-friends quest story
that is fun and well told.”
— Phanwadee, online reader review

About the
Author
TERESA GASKINS was creating stories
before she could write. She enjoys a wide
variety of fiction, fantasy has always been
her favorite genre, and she hopes to keep
writing as long as she has stories to tell.
Revealed, Teresa’s fourth published book,
wraps up the adventure of The Riddled
Stone. It also wraps up her career as a teen
author, since she finished the book at the
tail end of her nineteenth year.
She used to think homeschooling high
school was a lot of work, but college is a
whole new level of busy. But she still loves
to write, so more books are sure to come...
Teresa lives in rural Illinois, surrounded
by fields of corn and soybeans, with her cat
overlords Cimorene and Puck (and the rest
of her family).

Banished
The Riddled Stone, Book 1
Haunted by dreams. On a quest for
answers.
Christopher Fredrico liked the quiet life of a scholar-intraining. Plenty of spare time to spend with his friends.
Until the night Crown Prince Tyler came to dinner, when
everything changed.
Falsely accused of stealing a magical artifact and banished
under threat of death, Chris leaves the only home he knows.
But as he and his friends travel towards the coast, they find
a riddle that may save a kingdom — or cost them their lives.
Author: Teresa Gaskins
Category: Fiction/Fantasy
146 pages
Format: 5.25x8 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-16-6
Retail Price: $12.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-41-8
Library Ebook Price: $2.99

Hunted
The Riddled Stone, Book 2
She tried to warn them. They wouldn’t
listen.
As a child, Terrin of Xell barely escaped a spirit from the Dark
Forest. She knows better than to rely on magic. But with her
schoolmate Chris accused of a magical crime he didn’t commit, she couldn’t let him face banishment alone.
So Terrin gets caught up in Chris’s quest to recover an
ancient relic, with only magic to guide them.
Naturally, everything goes wrong.
What lurks in the shadows, hunting Terrin and her friends?
Or did the magic itself turn against them?
Format: 5.25x8 Trade Paperback, 224 pages
ISBN: 978-1-892083-17-3
Retail Price: $14.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-42-5
Library Ebook Price: $3.99

Betrayed
The Riddled Stone, Book 3
How can a knight fight magic?
Trained by the greatest knight in North Raec, Sir Arnold
Fredrico dreamed of valiant deeds. Save the damsel. Serve
the king.
Dreams change. Now the land teeters at the brink of war.
As a fugitive with a price on his head, Arnold struggles to
protect his friends.
But his enemy wields more power than the young knight
can imagine.
Author: Teresa Gaskins
Category: Fiction/Fantasy
226 pages
Format: 5.25x8 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-22-7
Retail Price: $14.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-43-2
Library Ebook Price: $4.99

Revealed
The Riddled Stone, Book 4
A gift she never wanted. A curse she can’t
escape.
Alone in the dark, Nora of Yorc feels the dungeon walls pressing in. Even worse, the duke’s sorcery weaves itself around her,
unseen and deadly. But as the spell tightens, shy, fragile Nora
breaks — and something new takes her place.
Or something old beyond memory.
Nora joined this quest to help her friends. But can she stop
herself before the wildness within destroys them all?
Author: Teresa Gaskins
Category: Fiction/Fantasy
332 pages
Format: 5.25x8 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-37-1
Retail Price: $16.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-38-8
Library Ebook Price: $4.99

The Riddled Stone:
Omnibus Edition
Four books in one.
If you love epic struggles of good against evil, don’t miss
Teresa Gaskins’s four-book fantasy adventure, The Riddled
Stone.
The Omnibus Edition includes the complete story, all
four books in one volume.
Author: Teresa Gaskins
Category: Fiction/Fantasy
612 pages
Format: 6x9 Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-892083-39-5
Retail Price: $24.99
Library Ebook ISBN: 978-1-892083-40-1
Library Ebook Price: $9.99
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“I enjoyed the book and I am absolutely amazed at how such a young
author can write so well. I definitely see her going far in her writing
career, and I can’t wait to see what stories she publishes next.”
— Tia, HomeschoolLiterature.com
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“… a captivating fantasy story with a
well-thought-out plot …”
—Wayne S. Walker, Home School Book Review

Paperback Distribution
All of our paperbacks are available through Ingram. Check with your regular distributor, or order at
Ingram iPage.
https://www.ingramcontent.com/retailers/ordering

Booksellers can also order direct from Tabletop Academy Press to get bulk wholesale discounts,
as described below.

Digital Distribution
Library ebook copies are available through OverDrive, Baker & Taylor, and other library suppliers.
Where possible, we have enabled the cost-per-checkout model with our distribution partners.

Wholesale Discounts
All orders must be prepaid. No returns.
(But if you receive a defective book, let us know and we will replace it at once.)
Contact: denise.gaskins@tabletopacademypress.com or tabletopacademypress@gmail.com.
♦♦

2 – 4 books (any combination of titles): 40% discount + $10 shipping/handling fee

♦♦

5 – 9 books: 45% discount + $15 shipping/handling fee

♦♦ 10 – 19 books: 50% discount + $20 shipping/handling fee
♦♦ 20+ books: 50% discount, free Continental U.S. ground shipping or the equivalent discount
off other shipping options
Delivery is normally within 2 – 4 weeks, although there may be occasional delays dur to pandemic
shortages. Orders will be POD dropshipped from Ingram.
Shipping fees quoted above are for Continental U.S. Media Mail. You may request a different shipping
option and pay at cost plus Ingram’s handling fee.
Fill out the IL Certificate of Resale CRT-61 (and proof of out-of-state registration, if applicable — see
instructions on the form) and submit a copy with your first order.
http://tax.illinois.gov/TaxForms/Sales/CRT-61.pdf

TABLETOP ACADEMY PRESS — 2022 BOOKS
Contact: denise.gaskins@tabletopacademypress.com
or tabletopacademypress@gmail.com

ISBN

Title

Format

List Price
(USD)

978-1-892083-20-3

Let’s Play Math

ppb 288 pages

$ 22.99

978-1-892083-18-0

Counting & Number Bonds

ppb 136 pages

$ 16.99

978-1-892083-19-7

Addition & Subtraction

ppb 136 pages

$ 16.99

978-1-892083-21-0

Math You Can Play Combo

ppb 206 pages

$ 21.99

978-1-892083-23-4

Multiplication & Fractions

ppb 166 pages

$ 18.99

978-1-892083-46-3

Prealgebra & Geometry

ppb 254 pages

$ 22.99

978-1-892083-50-0

Let’s Play Math Sampler

ppb 72 pages

$ 12.99

ppb 110 pages

$ 14.99

ppb 90 pages

$ 12.99

ppb 138 pages

$ 16.99

978-1-892083-34-0
978-1-892083-35-7
978-1-892083-44-9

Word Problems from Literature
(main text)
Word Problems from Literature:
Student Workbook
70+ Things To Do with
a Hundred Chart

978-1-892083-61-6

312 Things To Do with a Math Journal

ppb 206 pages

$ 21.99

978-1-892083-52-4

Math Rebel

ppb 110 pages

$ 20.99

978-1-892083-53-1

Odyssey

ppb 110 pages

$ 20.99

978-1-892083-54-8

Reflections of Infinity

ppb 110 pages

$ 20.99

978-1-892083-55-5

Math Rebel

hardcover 110 pages

$ 30.99

978-1-892083-56-2

Odyssey

hardcover 110 pages

$ 30.99

978-1-892083-57-9

Reflections of Infinity

hardcover 110 pages

$ 30.99

978-1-892083-16-6

Banished

ppb 146 pages

$ 12.99

978-1-892083-17-3

Hunted

ppb 224 pages

$ 14.99

978-1-892083-22-7

Betrayed

ppb 226 pages

$ 14.99

978-1-892083-37-1

Revealed

ppb 332 pages

$ 16.99

978-1-892083-39-5

The Riddled Stone: Omnibus Edition

ppb 612 pages

$ 24.99

Learning is a lifelong adventure.
May you enjoy the journey!

Tabletop Academy Press

